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“...and summer collapses into fall....”

STRANGE CREATURES SELDOM SEEN
John Warms is a Manitoba author who is currently living
in Fairford, Manitoba. ‘Over the Prison Wall: The Story
of Percy Moggey just celebrated 20 years in print! His
latest, ‘Strange Creatures Seldom Seen’ tells the
accounts of those who have seen things; Giant Beavers,
Sasquatch, Manipogos, and Other Mystery Animals in
Manitoba and Beyond. From well-known mystery animals
like Sasquatch and lake monsters to lesser-known cryptids
like giant beavers, "beaver ducks," and "underwater
moose," these tales add breadth and depth to Canadian zoological folklore with plenty of material for cryptozoology enthusiasts to investigate.
Strange Creatures Seldom Seen includes eyewitness sketches as well
as full colour illustrations by artist Jarmo Sinisalo.
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Both of John Warms’ books are available online at:
www.blueravendesign.ca/john-warms-author.
They are also available at the following locations;
R.M. of Grahamdale Office in Moosehorn, Manitoba.
R.M. of West Interlake--Ashern and Eriksdale offices
The Roviera Campground in Fairford, Manitoba.
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Toll Free #:
1-(877) 942-0126
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(204) 943-6051
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RURAL MUNICIPALITY OF COLDWELL
PUBLIC NOTICE BOARD OF REVISION
Public notice is hereby given that the 2022 assessment roll for the Rural Municipality of Coldwell has
been delivered to the Municipal Office at 35 Main Street, Lundar, Manitoba and is open for public
inspection during regular business hours.
•Applications for revision must be made in accordance with sections 42 and 43 of the Assessment act:
APPLICATION FOR REVISION
42(1) A person in whose name property has been assessed, a mortgagee in possession of property
under subsection 114(1) of The Real Property Act, an occupier of premises who is required under the
terms of a lease to pay the taxes on the property, or the assessor may make application for the revision
of an assessment roll with respect to the following matters:
(a) liability to taxation;
(b) amount of an assessed value;
(c) classification of property; or
(d) a refusal by an assessor to amend the assessment roll under subsection 13(2).
APPLICATION REQUIREMENTS
43(1) An application for revision must
(a) be made in writing;
(b) set out the roll number and legal description of the assessable property for
which a revision is sought.
(c) set out which of the matters referred to in subsection 42(1) are at issue, and the grounds for
each of those matters; and
(d) be filed by (i) delivering it or causing it to be delivered to the office indicated in the public notice given
under subsection 41(2), or (ii) serving it upon the secretary, at least 15 days before the scheduled sitting
date of the board.
The Board of Revision will sit on Friday, November 12, 2021, at 10:05a.m. in the Council Chamber of
the Rural Municipality of Coldwell, 35 Main Street, Lundar, Manitoba to hear applications.
The final date on which applications must be received by the Secretary of the Board is 4:30p.m.
October 26th, 2021. Dated this 7th day of September, 2021.
Nicole Christensen – Secretary, Board of Revision
Rural Municipality of Coldwell, Box 90, Lundar, Manitoba, R0C 1Y0
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The Ashern
District
Veterinary
Clinic
is seeking to hire a
part time person for

JANITORIAL
DUTIES
2+hrs/day for 5 days a week.
Please indicate your interest
in the position by contacting
ashernvet@gmail.com
with a resume and work history
over the past 2 years. Include
names and contact information
of 2 work references.

CLICK HERE
FOR DETAILS!

https://www.blueravendesign.ca/steeprockcalendar2022

YOUR AD HERE
Single ad space

2.6” X 2” AD SPACE
$18.33 + GST = $19.25/week
Your ad is seen by our thousands
of email subscribers and more!

Click here to book an ad.
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💌 THE WONDERS OF CANADA LETTER SUBSCRIPTION 💌

Receive a letter from us via snail mail each month. Every one includes an additional surprise!
We create beautiful and informative four page letters showing off and exploring the great
country of Canada. Each letter contains a new and different Canadian wonderment
- it might be a geographical place, an animal, a person or even a piece of art.
Each letter is a MYSTERY until it arrives! A great learning tool or gift to send loved ones
near or far. Explore Canada through these adventurous letters - one wonder at a time.

💌 YOUR LETTER CONTAINS 💌
•fun, informational letter about Canada! People, places, animals, art...
•FOUR beautiful colour pages explaining this month's wonder.
•a surprise souvenir for that month - it will arrive with your letter!
•online secret-code access for extra info, online games and videos!
"THANK YOU, WONDERS OF CANADA!
Our family has such a great time reading our letters
- we can't wait for the next one to get here!"
"My mom tells us that she waits for her letter each month.
She LOVES surprises and mail so it is the perfect combination.
She is so excited when she explains what each one is about.
Your letters are so welcome as she is alone without many visitors."
"Our kids love getting the mail since we got them a Wonders of Canada subscription.
Amazing gift, fun to read and affordable."

💌 www.canadianhighwaysnetwork.ca/subscribe💌
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The Power of Staying Positive

Positive thinking dramatically increases your chances of success in
any endeavor.
Our thoughts are not simply ethereal pieces of information that enter
our minds and then disappear. The words and ideas that we think can
shape our lives and drive us toward success and happiness or failure
and distress. How you think and feel can have a profound effect on
your ability to recognize opportunity, how well you perform, and the
outcome of the goals that you've set for yourself. When you maintain an optimistic outlook and make
an effort to harbor only positive thoughts, you begin to create the circumstances conducive to you
achieving what you desire. You feel in control and few of life's challenges seem truly overwhelming
because it is in your nature to expect a positive conclusion. An optimistic mind is also an honest one.
Staying positive does not mean that you ignore difficulties or disregard limitations. Instead, it means
spending time focusing only on the thoughts that are conducive to your well-being and progress.
Positive thinking dramatically increases your chances of success in any endeavor. When you're
sure that you are worthy and that achievement is within your grasp, you start to relax and look for
solutions rather than dwelling on problems. You are more likely to imagine positive situations or
outcomes and disregard the thoughts related to giving up, failure, or roadblocks. What the mind
expects, it finds. If you anticipate joy, good health, happiness, and accomplishment, then you will
experience each one. Thinking positively may sound like a simple shift in attention -- and it is -but it is a mind-set that must be developed. Whenever a negative thought enters your mind, try
immediately replacing it with a constructive or optimistic one. With persistence, you can condition
your mind to judge fleeting, self-defeating thoughts as inconsequential and dismiss them.
It is within your power to become as happy, content, or successful as you make up your mind to be.
Staying positive may not have an immediate effect on your situation, but it will likely have a
profound and instantaneous effect on your mood and the quality of your experiences. In order for
positive thinking to change your life, it must become your predominant mind-set. Once you are
committed to embracing positive thinking,
you'll start believing that everything that you
want is within your grasp.

BOGGLE GAME
The letters you use to form a word
must be touching vertically, horizontally,
or diagonally in a chain.
Use each letter only once.
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